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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 324 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x 0.7in.THE FIRES WERE
BURNING IN THE DARKNESS OF AMERICA. . . An overly emotional NASA physicist, Tony Rydell, learns
the frightening truth about Earths normally protective but rapidly thinning ozone layer during an
hallucinatory, near fatal flight over Antarctica. But only Clare Holton, an emotionally repressed
government scientific liaison officer, is willing to give Tony a hearing. However, Jack Douglas,
Clares lover and a ruthless White House financial advisor, has the Presidents ear and is determined
that nothing will undermine his plans to make the U. S. the worlds dominant economic power -
even if it costs the environment in the process. So while the worlds governments sit back and do
nothing, Tony and Clare, initially antagonistic but gradually drawn together, embark on a
dangerous, magical quest: to save Earth from the Dream Maker - a mysterious force now growing
stronger in the ever-widening hole in the ozone layer. . . a force that feeds off peoples minds and
sends them into an alien world filled with UFOs and ghosts, monsters and resurrected loved ones. . .
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These kinds of ebook is the perfect publication o ered. It is among the most incredible publication i have go through. You will not feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you check with me).
-- Delia  Schoen-- Delia  Schoen

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. We have study and so i am sure that i am going to likely to study once again again in the foreseeable future.
I realized this book from my i and dad encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Dua ne Fa del-- Dua ne Fa del
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